The well-known theorem of Pappus was generalized in [1]. This triples of m and 1-dimensional subspaces considered in this generalization were assumed to be in a special position.
In the present paper we shall consider also two such triples of subspaces but in a more general position.
The following notation will be used: Assume that we are given in the projective space P n the following subspaces:
»1 »1 »1 r.® r> m n 111 1+1 "m+1 , . _ _ _ 1' 2' 3' 1' 2' 3' such that A^ca, B^c/3 for i=0,1,2, Oilim, a«i/3, 2 2 dim f~^A.=l-2, dim f^B.=m-2 and dim Z(A.,B.)sn-l for (i,j)eK. i=0 i=0
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There is no restriction to suppose Z(a,/3)=P n .
Let us denote:
anp=v, obviously dim y=r=m+l+2-n; f~~|A.=A; OB.=B; i=0 We shall determine the subspace Z according, to all the possible positions of the subspaces A., B. i=0,l,2. In Remark. The supposition that exactly three or four subspaces Z(A^,Bj) are of dimension n-2 but other than those in Lemma 5 or 6 leads us to a contradiction again. From the above we obtain Z=Z(Z Q ,Z , Z 2 )=Z(A,|3). It is obvious that dim Z=n-2.
Lemma 10. If dim Z(A^,Bj)=n-l for (i,j)eK, 7 c AQ and y«fA 1 uA 2 uB Q uB 1 uB 2 , then Z=Z(A Q ,(3) and dim Z=n-1.
Proof.
Thence ZcZ (A^aA^ ,/3) =Z (Ag,/9) . On the other hand, one can see immediately that A Q cZ^ and /3cZ^ for i=0,l,2.
Lemma 11. If dim Z(A.,B.)=n-l for (i,j)eK and ni Proof. The equality dim Z(A^,Bj)=n-l implies dim (A^nBj)= =r-l for (i,j)eK. Observe that A.aB.=A.aB, and A.aB.=A,aB. l j l k jiki for (j,k)eK i=0,1,2. In fact, suppose e.g. A 0 aB 1 *A q aB 2 . If implies dim (A Q A/3)=r and hence ycA Q , a contradiction.
We have thence A.aB.=A,aB.=A. aB.=A. aB =S for (i,j), i j l l x i k m (k,m)eK. B 0 = Z(a 0'---' a r-l' a l+2'---' a n-2' a n-l' a n ) '
•' a n-2' a n' a n+l } '
B 2 = Z(a 0'"" a r-l' a l+2"-" a n-2' a n-l' a n+l ) - We see that all the points of Z 2 satisfy the equation.
All the above results can be summarized in the following
